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Scholarships
September 1, 2012-August 31, 2013

Cara Armstrong


William H. Barnard

Stephen Bartolussi, Karen Supan, J. Warrender, J. Wiggins, and L. LaBeaud

Jeanne Beckwith


Najiba Benabess

Rowly M. Brucken

Alex W. H. Chung
"Skewness on Equity Portfolio Selection: Evidence from the US Stock Market;" Academic Session presented at the 2013 China International Conference in Shanghai, China

F. Brett Cox
"Maria Works at Ocean City Nails" New Haven Review, Summer 2013. 87-102.


Eleanor H. D’Aponte

B. Deschamp and Christine Latulippe
A First-year Experience sequence for science and mathematics majors. Journal of College Science Teaching, 42(6), 34-37 (2013)

Cathy M. Frey

Jason Galligan-Baldwin
A Scream (Digital Photo 19” x 13”) Up Close and Personal National Juried Photo Exhibition, Los Angeles, CA, 2013.

Spaceboy (Digital Photo 11” x 17”) Up Close and Personal National Juried Photo Exhibition, Los Angeles, CA 2013.

Emily Fisher Gray

Kevin K. Fleming, Carole L. Bandy, and John Dulmage

Elizabeth A. Gurian

**with R Rodriguez**
“Humanitarian Factors vs. Risk Factors: The making of the Benevolent and Malevolent” Faculty-student summer research project, 2013.

**R. Danner Friend Faculty Mentor Summer Research Fellowship Project to student Savannah Medlar**
“Orbit Determination Analysis Using Optical Sensor Measurements for a CubeSat Lunar Mission”

**R. Danner Friend and Jacques N. Beneat**

**Wendy I. Fuller**

**Jeremy A. Hansen, Saul D. Costa, and Dale R. Stevens**


**Robert Knapik**

**G. Christopher Koteas, M.L. Williams, S.J. Seaman, and G. Dumond**
The Role of Melt-Enhanced Shortening and Shearing at Granulite Grade:

Alexander Kramer, and Haley Vermes with Adam F. Sevi

Ashley A. Kranov, R.L. Williams, P.D. Pedrow, Edwin R. Schmeckpeper, S.W. Beyerlein and J. McCormack

Tara Kulkarni and S. Shenoy

with Karen Supan

Christine Latulippe and Joe Latulippe

Gerard LaVarnway and Cathy Frey

Gary T Lord

G. Margolis, and Penny Shtull
with S. Healy

Elizabeth Mathai and Darlene Olsen

Christine McCann
‘‘Your Trials Have Not Been More Than You Can Bear’’ Consolation and Advice from St. Jerome.” Presented at the Winter Meeting of the American Society of Church History (New Orleans, LA, 2013).


Jay McCormack, A.A. Kranov, S.W. Beyerlein, P.D. Pedrow and Edwin R. Schmeckpeper

Melvin Miller


Darlene M. Olsen

Analyzing the Cellular Effects of an Environmental Toxin using Short Time Series Microarray Data with Jacob Griffin, a Weintz Scholar student

Timothy K. Parker
“Pugin at 200.” Paper co-authored and presented with Jason John Paul Haskins at the Annual Convention of the Texas Society of Architects, Austin, October, 2012.

William F. Perry and Jeremy A. Hansen
Stephen Pomeroy, John Patterson, Michael Puddicombe, Aron Temkin, and Edwin R. Schmeckpeper

Michael W. Prairie and Ronald A. Lessard

Michael W. Prairie, Gregory Wight, and P. Kjeer

S.M. Prairie, Michael W. Prairie, Edwin R. Schmeckpeper, R. Danner Friend, and P. Kjeer

Sean Prentiss

“Clarion, Pennsylvania, memoir”
New Madrid: Journal of Contemporary Literature (2013) VIII. 1, 40-42.


“Empty Set” RiverLit (2013) 3: 1, 6-8.


Michael Puddicombe

Michael Puddicombe, Aron Temkin, Edwin R. Schmeckpeper, Karen Andresen
Arthur W. Schaller
Exhibition of Table of Abundance, acrylic on canvas, 46.5”x66” 2013 in juried exhibition American Dream at Studio Place Arts, Barre, Vermont, July 16 August 31, 2013.

Edwin R. Schmeckpeper, and Michael Puddicombe

Stan Shernock

with Brenda Russell

Gina L. Sherriff


Penny Shtull
“Sex Trafficking: A Primer.” Presented at the National Social Science Association Professional Development Fall Conference, Albuquerque, New Mexico. (2012)


George E. Springston, K.L. Underwood, K. Robinson, and N. Swanberg
Judith Stallings-Ward

Heidi Steiner Burkhardt

Peter R. Stephenson and Keith Gilbert

Moses Tefe
When Learning and Teaching Styles Conflict. 2013 ASEE Northeast Section Conference, Norwich University, March 14-16, 2013.

with S. Jones and S. Appiah-Opoku

Aimee Vieira


L.E. Webb, David S. Westerman, George E. Springston, J. Kim, K. Klepeis, G. Christopher Koteas, A. Ruksznix, C. Mehrtens, L.R. Becker, M. Gale
David S. Westerman,  
Student Research Fellowship mentor to student Joshua Olden  
"Exploring magmatic flow by analyzing fabric: Elba Island, IT."

David S. Westerman  
Associate Editor, *Terra Nova* (Wiley)

with E. Roni, A. Dini, and S. Rocchi  

with C.T Stevenson  

Johannes Wheeldon  


with J. Heidt  

with R. Chavez, and J. Cooke  

with M. Umoquit, P. Tso, T Varga-Atkins, and M. O’Brien  
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